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R EVERSED S NEEZING
Reverse sneezing or Pharyngeal
gag reflex to give it its proper
name, is an involuntary thing
dogs and even cats do.
It does not occur very often
which is why most humans that
have not seen it before may
find it distressing to watch,
especially if they have never
seen a reverse sneeze before.
A reverse sneeze is very
sudden, explosive and
accompanied by a lot of loud
snorting and snuffling which is
why it gets the more common
name of reverse sneezing.
The main reason for it is an
irritation to the soft palate or
throat.
You may see your humans
doing this when they have a
sudden coughing fit for no
reason. It is similar except we
have a much more dramatic
and loud reaction.
Causes of reverse sneezing
could be eating or drinking too
quickly, rushing around and
getting too excited, dust or
pollen or in my case lying down
in a sort of failed flat pack
position that restricts the

airflow a little bit too much.
Still talking about normally
healthy dogs, this is more often
associated with short faced
animals, although if you are a
pointy nosed sighthound like
me you will be very used to
reverse sneezing.

assistance but if you are a dog
or cat that has a medical
condition, especially a
respiratory condition reverse
sneezing may be more that just
an isolated event.
If at any time your human is not
sure or is concerned then
please tell them to seek advice
from your veterinarian.

You need to explain to your
humans how to help, not that
help is always needed, but it
makes the
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In most cases
reverse sneezing
does not require
medical

The dog park is open to The
Three Horseshoe customers.
There are some tables and
seats for the humans to sit
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A MESSAGE FROM T IGGER
Well you have to keep the
humans on their toes BOL!
I still have new places to visit
to add to my website and lots
of great new things to add, so
remember to keep visiting my
website.
Hi readers,
Happy New Year!!
Well I have had a fun filled
year with adventures and
unexpected visits to the vets.

I am always on the lookout for
interesting news, stories and
other content so if you have
any just send them in.

You may notice I have added
the revered sneezing article
again to my newspaper.
I have been asked a few times
recently and although all previous articles are posted on my
website, I thought publishing it
again would help.
Thank you for reading
Nose bump to you
Tigger

N EWS FROM D ORIS - T HE R OVING R EPORTER

A mini local history lesson for
you this month pals.
There I was, bimbling along
Seaford beach towards
Newhaven harbour and I found
some ruins. Lots of walls and
bricks in squares.
Being an inquisitive, and
intellectual, type of hound I
explored further and read the
signs doted around.
I'd inadvertently discovered
Tide Mills, a derelict village.
Pals who like castles and old
abbeys would appreciate
running in between the bricks I
can tell you!
Built in the 1760s Tide Mills
was, as the name would
suggest, a tidal mill producing

wheat. It was once very
profitable, with a village for it's
60 workers surrounding the 3
storey mill and windmill. A lot
of the footprints of these
building are left.
The community was thriving
for many years and it even had
a railway station, now it's all
rather sad. The mill stopped in
1900 and the last residents,
apparently, forcibly removed
in 1939. Seeing photos of the
cute cottages, I find this such a
shame. Following the villages
demise it was used to house
Canadian troops in the war
and is now ruins. Now only
ramblers and dog walkers
grace it's paths.
Well, in respect
to all previous
residents, I
sniffed every
brick in the site
and sat in the
middle ponder-

ing the dogs that must have
lived there.
It was a truly exciting and
mindful find on a walk. It's
funny how you come across
these things even when you've
lived in the area for years!
So on my future walks I shall
also look out for bricks and
signs just in case..... you just
never know.
Doris-now-into-archelogylurcher x
https://dozontour.blog/
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D USTY ’ S D IARY

Hi Pals,
This has been a rather eventful
few weeks for me (and for my
human).
You may remember that last
month I was at the vets having
my leg stitched up after chasing
things in the woods. Well this
month, when the human was
momentarily distracted, I
squeezed through a barbed wire
fence into a huge field I had
been desperate to sniff around
for ages.
But that was only the start, you
see my human had to climb over
a five foot gate to get into the
field, and you guessed it, I re-

fused point blank to go back
through the fence. It was also
starting to get very dark, and the
human had just fallen flat on her
face in a combination of cow
pats and mud. She smelt amazing. This is the life I thought! She
is finally realising what she has
been missing out on all this
time, so I joined her in the mud
bath by jumping on top of her!
Well folks, if you are ever in this
situation, however much you
want your human to roll around
in the mud with you, I would
advise allowing them to do it in
their own terms...for some reason, she really didn't appear to
be happy with me, I still don't
understand why?
Next came the most undignified
end to what had been a rather
fun walkies in my opinion. Now

you see, I'm a fairly big dog, and
although I don't carry any excess
weight, there was still well over
30kg of greyhound she was trying to heave over a gate nearly
as tall as herself, as there was
no other way out. Luckily, there
was a lovely human on the other
side of the fence who responded
to her cries for help, and lowered me down on the other
side.
I'm sure the human would like
to say I'd learnt an important
lesson that evening, but all I can
tell you is exactly where there is
a gap in the fence that I can fit
through, cos I eye it up every
time we go past it now! !
Until next time.
Have a pawsome month
Dusty

Y ODA AND C HEEZLT ’ S S CRATCHING P OST
things she wanted to be different, and things she wanted to do
in the new year.
Happy New Year to
evereypawdy!
We hope that everyone had a
great holiday no matter what
one(s) you celebrate.
We hope all our furriends got
lots of extra toys and treats! We
hope everyone and their families
have a super duper new year, as
well.
Do any of you make what the
humans call “resolutions”? We
heard our Momma talking about

She’s not planning on a whole
lot (Momma doesn’t do too
much), but it got us thinking
about what we want to do next
year…the goals we have.
We really don’t have much of a
concept of time (except for feeding time and naptime), but there
are a few goals we have in general….
Yoda…To take off a few inches
off his saggy tummy (in case he
wants to go to the beach this
summer)

CheezIt...To be able to keep his
pantaloons a bit cleaner (he has
trouble reaching those hard to
reach spots)
BoyCat…To practice being more
poised to show off his beautiful
floof
Butter Bean…To find a new and
more unique position to nap in
Collectively, our goal is to find a
way to take up more space on
Momma’s bed!
Til next month,
Yoda and CheezIt
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O N THE BOOKSHELF
Bobtastic Tails 2

- By Carolyn Craigie
For those of you who enjoyed Bob's adventures in his first book, watch
him get up to more mischief and meet more friends, and once again
immerse yourself in Bob's world!
My books are available from here:
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Bobtastic-Tails-2-Carolyn-Craigie

Worry Free Walks
- By Dominic Hodgson
Are you sick and tired of being ignored and embarrassed by your
distracted dog?
Do you dread the daily dog walk and find exercising your dog draining
and depressing?
Do you love your dog dearly but hate walking him, and do you wish
you had more control?
Worry no longer because help is at hand, and in Worry Free Walks
Superhero dog training specialist Dominic Hodgson, deconstructs the
dog walk and gives you a simple and straightforward, step-by-step
guide that will get you from your front door to the park bench without
any pulling, lunging, barking or shouting.
My books is available from here:
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Worry-Free-Walks

Could your book be featured here too?
Have you written or are you currently writing an animal book ?
You could be featured here and on my website.
Contact me to find out more at tigger@tigger.club
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B EST AND WORST MEALS COMPETITION
As there were so many great
entries I have decided to list
all of them for you to read
and enjoy.

she made - noisettes of
venison on a bed of sweet
potato and clove mash, but I
spat the venison out!

Monty - lettuce, I was fed
some and spat it straight out.

Mr Breezy - Best meal is
chicken. Just deciding either
grilled or roasted

Master Arrow - Cause ob
mine feevn teefs incident wot
nearly made minself gies
deaded mine mum doz make
me some super dinners an
dey doz hab chicken/beef or
kidney in dem as well as
sweet potatoes, rice, kale,
broccoli n carrots. Mine mum
doz hab to put chicken into
mine water cause oberwise I's
not goin to drink it .
Master Arrow - I's gotted d
reasults ob mine recent
blood/wee tests n day is all
supergood n at dis minute dey
says I's "normal" an I's not
gotted to go back for 6 munfs
but I's got to stay on mine
home cookd dinners wot I's
not complaining bout as days
lichus
Mine mum haz banned dried
fruit from d house soz I's not
able to go feevn anymore
Fred - I eat anything though I
was fussy about fruit when I
first came to live with Mum
and Dad
Tess - my worm tablets and
Mum has to try and disguise
them. I once tried venison as
Mum was in a cooking competition and brought back what

Bonnie Bhoy Badger - best
meal was rhubarb crumble
yogurt
K9 Natural Supplement worst attempt at hiding a
tablet...meat sauce on a pill
Yoda and Cheezlt - My Dad's
dog was a problem. When

Dad would put a pill in anything Jack just ate around it.
So he had to give him
ham....no pill ham, then no pill
ham, pill ham, then no pill
ham. It was easier to deceive
him that way.
Luke - One year she popped
worming tablets in cheese. I
ate cheese dropped tablet!
Next she crumbled it in
crunchy peanut butter. I
sniffed and sneered. Plan C
spread on a sandwich. No
way! Finally she fried it ,
toppd with cheese . I only left
a few crumbs (of worming
tablet )

A DVERTISEMENT
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PD J AY - T HE T HIN B LUE P AW
the ducks and meet other dogs
and humans.

Hello again everyone,
Since my last canine column I
have been a very busy boy.
Stew and I have been on lots of
adventures and attended
training days. I am now 16
weeks old and have grown lots
and more than doubled my
weight – that’s down to all the
good food Alison and Stew give
me – I really like my supper
which is Weetabix and goats
milk – it’s yummy!!
I have to socialise as much as
possible in a variety of places
and situations. I’ve been
introduced to livestock, here is
a picture of me with some new
friends.

I also like to go to a large park
near where I live – I like to feed

I like to go to a superstore once
a week to do my shopping with
Stew, it’s good preparation for
me as the floor is slippery –
some Police dogs fail the
course because they can’t cope
with slippery floors. We don’t
get very far as the shop staff
and customers like to make a
fuss of me.

At our training sessions I see
my brother, like most brothers
we are always fighting! Stew
and I practice what we have
been taught over and over.
We only spend about five
minutes practising then we
play a game for a while. I have
also been train spotting at the
local train station.

My training is going well. I
have been taught the basics of
tracking, this is a very
important part of my work
when I become a fully fledged
Police dog, as the majority of
my work will be looking for
vulnerable people.
I did very well on the agility
and confidence course at Police
Headquarters.
I was very confident, even on
the narrow walkways. The
canine development officer
said some adult dogs struggle
to do this.
I was very pleased with myself,
as was Stew.

I took Stew out to our local
Wetherspoons to socialise, he
got a bit embarrassed,
I had three pints and I was
anybody’s!!
I started to celebrate Christmas
a bit early. here I am ‘the
afternoon after the morning
after the night before’!
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PD J AY - T HE T HIN B LUE P AW
I went to our local
Remembrance Day parade with
Alison, Stew and some of
Jamie’s Army friends, we laid a
wreath for Jamie.
Stew said I did very well as
there was a band playing, lots
of people and loud bangs –
none of it fazed me.
I like Stew, the other week I
brought him in a present from
the garden.
It was a water iris, plus all of its

(C ONT .)

roots and soil from the pond.
Yes, he was really pleased as I
dragged it through the kitchen
into the sitting room!
I have to close now, as I have
to find my bone which I hid in
the garden – if only I could
remember where I hid it!!
Remember, I’m new to
tracking!
Here I am doing some last
minute Christmas shopping.

Happy New Year!
Bye for now,

A DVERTISMENT

Not sure which of our treats to try? Try our Starter pack of 6 delicious air dried treats.
Our handmade training treats are available to purchase now, either online or in our
pet shop! The perfect training treat that are not only healthy & natural they are made
right here in the U.K.

www.treats2sit4.co.uk
07598971990
Quote TIGGER-TREAT when responding to this advert
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A DOG HAS GONE OFF THEIR FOOD
There are a lot of humans
worried that their dogs have
gone off their food.
It is always a worry when a dog
stops eating, but before
humans start rushing around in
a panic there is something they
need to consider...
From the moment a dog is born
there is always a competition
to eat. They have to compete
with their siblings.
Even rescued dogs that are
kennelled individually will still
eat everything they are given
as fast as they can because
they know other dogs are
around.
Lets face it humans don’t even
think of how dogs think while
eating, so don’t consider it to
be a problem.
They think it is cute when dogs
grab food or a treat and try to
bury it in their bed or in the
garden.
This is still quite an unhealthy
grab and own attitude towards
food.
Does this mean humans are
wrong and should be doing
something about it?
Not necessarily but it will
explain why the kitchen is
cleared of everything edible
when no one is around or
unguarded meals suddenly
disappear and could further
explain why bins are raided.

That is until some dogs
decide that it is not a race and
take a more leisurely attitude
towards eating naturally.

My bowl was mine and I was
going to guard it and no one
was going to take it while I was
eating

Then the humans panic
something is wrong and start
trying to rationalise by
changing the food and making
a fuss, which in reality can
cause stress to the dog as they
are picking up on the human’s
stress.

I was also a constant food
hunter and no surface was
safe. Not to mention fingers
when I was handed a snack or
treat.

Which in turn makes the dog
think there is something wrong
with the food so they stop
eating altogether.

They portioned up my daily
kibble allowance and added
10% due to the way they were
going to feed me.

So wait and watch to see if the
dog eventually eats their food
throughout the day. If they do
then there is nothing to worry
about, the dog has just decided
they will eat when they are
hungry and not just because
there is food around.

I will point out I was making
regular visits to the vet due to
being newly rescued.
My human explained what they
were doing and my health and
weight was monitored.

Let me tell you of my first few
days of finding my sofa here
and what my human did.
First of all neither myself nor
my human are experts, I am
only sharing my experience.
If it helps someone then great,
if not then it was an interesting
article to read.
My first meal here consisted of
me grabbing great mouthfuls
of dried kibble and swallowing
as fast as I could. Even to the
point of choking and coughing.

My human totally changed my
thoughts about food.

All food scraps and treats were
put into my bowl to make me
realise that is where I was fed
from.
Every time they went into the
kitchen, even just making a
coffee, three bits of kibble
were dropped into my bowl.
Yes dropped so that they made
a noise.
Then at ‘proper’ meal times
(breakfast, lunch and dinner)
my human put more than three
bit of kibble in to try and teach
me when actual meal times
would happen.
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A DOG HAS GONE OFF THEIR FOOD
For the first week of being here
I raced into the kitchen every
time my human headed there
and stood by my bowl in eager
anticipation of those few bits
of kibble.
I even got underfoot when my
human was cooking and nearly
tripped them up a few times.
By the second week I was
getting the hang of this feeding
schedule and started to get
wise to it.
I even started to leave the
three bits of kibble put in the
bowl while my human was
cooking as I knew a ‘proper’
meal was coming soon.
I also got taught wait and was
expected to back off from my
bowl while eating so that my
human could put something
else in there.
I even started letting my
human touch and stroke me
while I was eating as I had
realised they were not going to
take my food away.
Apart from helping me to eat
more slowly it also helped us
bond, so it was a win - win all
around.
I started to either stand back or
out of the way while my
human was cooking so I didn’t
trip them up. Much to their
relief.
By the third week I was so over

this rush to the kitchen and
had realised if I didn’t eat those
bits of kibble they would still
be there when I did go and
look.
This was the point that my
human only put the three bits
of kibble into my bowl every
other visit to the kitchen,
unless I did happen to wander
in with them.
Even then I did not always eat
it straight away.
By the end of the third week
my human had stopped the
three kibble thing and had
started to put proper portions
out at the set meal times.
I even started to grab a
mouthful of food and bring it
into the sitting room so I could
spit it all out and eat near my
human. Returning to my bowl
to get the next mouthful.
Yes I know that sounds
disgusting, but it was a great
breakthrough from being food
obsessed.
Once the panic for food was
over I was taught how to take
treats gently and regularly get
praised for being so gentle by
my pals humans when they
give me a treat.
Today my daily food schedule
is very predictable.
I am fed from a double bowl
raised feeder. One bowl is for

(C ONT )

my kibble and the other is for
food scraps from my human’s
food.
My daily kibble allowance is
put in one bowl and I will take
all day to eat it by take a
munch now and again
throughout the day.
At my human’s meal times I
now can be found snoring on
the sofa or playing outside
while my human cooks and
eats in peace.
Then when they are finished I
follow them to the kitchen to
see if I have been given
anything.
Which I always do, even if it is
the smallest amount.
It shows me my human is
happy to share and reward me
for my patience.
It was a confusing first three
weeks during this strange f
eeding schedule but I now have
a much healthier and relaxed
attitude towards food.
I even left my human’s dinner
untouched when they went to
answer the door once when
they were eating and casually
left their plate on the coffee
table.
They even let me pick out my
treat myself from the treat
cupboard. I sniff all of the treat
options and carefully select
one for myself.
I feel really spoilt and lucky.
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I N THE K ITCHEN
Article: By Fred and Tess
Our recent recipe, not baking but something we help our Dad make quite a bit! .
Back to baking next month! Merry Christmas.

Christmas Left Over Omelette
(Any dog friendly leftovers will do)

4) Turn half the omelette over to cover the
other half of the omelette and cook for two
more minutes

Ingredients:
Slice of cooked turkey
Handful of cooked chipolatas
1 cooked Yorkshire pudding
Handful of cooked brussel sprouts and carrots
2 eggs
Method:
1) Crack eggs into a jug and mix together.
5) Leave to cool then tuck in.
2) Heat a little oil in a frying pan and add the
egg mixture into the pan.
3) Once the egg mixture looks like the
underneath is cooked, add the remainder of
the ingredients and cook for two more minutes

If you have a recipe to share, email it to me at :
tigger@tigger.club
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A DVERTISMENT

We wish you all a Happy New Year ...
We can make bespoke vouchers for a set amount,
or one to cover the cost of a stay. Order yours now
to avoid their disappointment

“Hound Heaven “
“Perfect dog friendly getaway”
“Lovely dog-friendly cottage in beautiful location”
“Home away from home for human & hound!”
“Fabulous cottage for humans and hounds”
“Excellent dog friendly location”
“Fab location, well-equipped, dog friendly & all round
great place to stay”
(just some of our 5* reviews on Trip Advisor)

*Beside a park

*Well behaved humans are welcome too!

*Enclosed garden

*Cosaig is very well equipped, has 2 bedrooms, a wet room and an en-suite
shower room.

*Fabulous walks from the doorstep
*Throws, dog towels, bowls, balls and
houndy treats are provided and lots more!
*local dog friendly pubs

*Fancy a trip to Edinburgh? We might be
able to dog-sit…just ask!

We donate our charge for dogs to the Scottish Greyhound Sanctuary when rescued dogs come to
stay. Mention this advert and we will donate an extra £10.
www.cosaigselfcatering.co.uk

Follow us on Facebook and @CosaigInners on Twitter
Quote TIGGER-LUKE when responding to this advert
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T IGGER A DVERTISEMENT

Tigger’s Gift Bags
Ever wondered what to buy for Birthdays,
Gotcha Days, Christmas or even just to
treat yourself or someone else?
I now sell Gift Bags.

Lilymoo
Embroidery work done by: FizzBiz
Include the code

TIGGER-LILYMOO

with your next order and you will receive a
copy of my newspaper too!

K9Organics
Include the code

TIGGER-BATH

with your next order and you will receive a
copy of my newspaper too!

Treats2sit4
Include the code

TIGGER-TREATS

with your next order and you will receive a
copy of my newspaper too!
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A NNOUNCEMENTS
Birthday and Gotcha
Announcements
Ramsey will be
Celebrating his
6th Gotcha Day on the
2nd January

Rainbow Bridge
Announcements

Memories
Announcements

Zanardi will be
celebrating his
8th Birthday on the
11th January

Roscoe will be celebrating
his 8th Birthday on the
21st January
Coco will be
Celebrating her 4th
Gotcha Day on the
22nd January

Tiz will be celebrating
her Birthday across
the Rainbow Bridge on
the 10th of January

Bluebell crossed the
Rainbow Bridge on the
19th of January 2018

Lady will be
Celebrating her
5th Gotcha Day on the
24th January
Fred will be
celebrating his
4th Gotcha day on the
31st of January

If you would like to place an
announcement here.
Email me at:
tigger@tigger.club
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O UT AND A BOUT
B AT TLE OF H ASTINGS A BBEY - TN33 0AD
1066 Battle of Hastings
Abbey and Battlefield TN33
0AD
Free for EH members
Open: Seasonal - See website
Dog Friendly:
Dogs allowed on lead except in
gatehouse building
Entry Charge:
Variable prices (see website)

Parking:
Charged car parking on location -Discount for visitors that
pay entry and further discount
for members, see shop on site.
Discounts only available during
shop opening times.
Facilities:
Café
Shop
Picnic area
Toilets
Exhibition

Notes:
Gravel pathways and steeps
slopes, alternative route and
entry for wheelchair users
Actual battlefield has very
rough terrain, can be viewed
from lower terrace
Contact:
Website: www.englishheritage.org.uk
Tel: 0370 3331181

B AYHAM O LD A BBEY - TN3 8LP
Bayham Old Abbey TN3 8LP
Entry: Charge - unless EH members
Open: seasonal - check website
Dogs: on leads

Facilities:
Gift shop
Food and drink
Toilets
picnic area
gardens

Parking:
Free parking fon location

Notes:
Grass and gravel paths. Dower

House only accessible via
entrance steps. One step into
the shop.
Contact:
Website: www.englishheritage.org.uk
Tel: 0370 3331181

ST M AWES C ASTLE - TR2 5DE
St Mawes Castle TR2 5DE
Free for EH members
Open: Seasonal - See website

Parking:
Pay and display Car parking is
on location

Dog Friendly:
Dogs allowed on lead - sheer
drop to shoreline.

Facilities:
Café
Shop
Picnic area
Toilets

Entry Charge:
Variable prices (see website)

Notes:

Wheelchair access is restricted
as there are no ramps or lifts.
Main pathways is loose gravel
and grass
There is a sheer drop to the
shoreline, but it is fenced off.
Contact:
Website: www.englishheritage.org.uk
Tel: 0370 3331181
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O UT AND A BOUT
S T C ATHERINE ’ S C ASTLE - PL23 1JH
St Catherine's Castle PL23 1JH
Entry: Free for everyone
Open: seasonal - check website
Dogs: on leads
Parking:
There is a charged car park
next to the site managed by
Cornwall County Council
Facilities:
Public toilets at Ready Money
Beach.

Notes:
The castle is a 3/4 mile walk
from the car park via Ready
Money Beach.
The first section is a gentle
slope down to the beach.
From here the walk includes a
steep climb through
woodland which can become
muddy in wet weather

on foot and includes a
challenging walk.
We therefore recommend
sturdy footwear.
Contact:
Website: www.englishheritage.org.uk
Tel: 0370 3331181

The castle is only accessible

P ENHALLAM M ANOR - EX22 6XW
Penhallam Manor EX22 6XW
Entry: Free for everyone
Open: seasonal - check website
Dogs: on leads
Parking:
A small free car park is situated
at the head of a 1/2 mile track
that leads to the Manor

Facilities:
Public toilets and a small shop
can be found nearby in the village of Week St Mary.
Notes:
The grassy areas can become
muddy in wet weather; we recommend appropriate footwear. Although the site is sur-

rounded by trees, there is no
solid shelter from the weather,
so come prepared.
Contact:
Website: www.englishheritage.org.uk
Tel: 0370 3331181

H URLERS S TONE C IRCLE - PL14 5LE
Hurlers Stone Circles PL14 5LE
Entry: Free for everyone
Open: seasonal - check website
Dogs: on leads

Facilities:
Public toilets, café and shop
can be found nearby in the
village of Minions.

Parking:
Parking is sitated approximately 1/4 mile from the site

Notes:
Bodmin Moor is known for its
changeable weather conditions
so come prepared with suitable

clothing as the site is remote
and very exposed..
Contact:
Website: www.englishheritage.org.uk
Tel: 0370 3331181
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Thank you for reading
I hope you enjoyed it
Let me know what you thought of this publication.
You can contact me by email at:
tigger@tigger.club
Or you can follow me on:
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram. Linkedin: as Tiggers_Tails
You can read this newspaper FREE from my website: www.tigger.club
Or you can also visit selected dog friendly stockists to read or get a printed copy:
* Pulp Fiction Future Foods - Whitley Bay * Voicemail Mobile Phones - Blyth
* Cupcake Lane - Wolverhampton
* Woodbridge Emporium - Woodbridge
* Brown’s Salthouse - Cullercoats
* Cadwaladers (7 stores)
* Treats2sit4
* Cosaig Self Catering
* The Copper Kettle Tearooms - Bamburgh * Doggie Diner (3 stores)
* Castaways Tea Shop - Seaton Sluice
* Keel Row Pub - Seaton Delaval
* Doggy Delish - North Shields
* Lilymoo Canine Couture
* The Three Horseshoes - Blyth
* Canine Camp
* The Pet Den - Kingston Park, T&W
* Chesterfield Hydrotherapy Referral Centre

Contact me at tigger@tigger.club if you are interested in placing an advert
or becoming a newspaper stockist
NOTE: There is a charge to place an advert in this publication
Events and Announcements are listed FREE
Email me for more details: tigger@tigger.club
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